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Abstract8

When light propagates through multimode optical fibres (MMFs), the spatial information9

it carries is scrambled. Wavefront shaping reverses this scrambling, typically one spatial mode10

at a time – enabling deployment of MMFs as ultra-thin micro-endoscopes. Here we go beyond11

sequential wavefront shaping by showing how to simultaneously unscramble all spatial modes12

emerging from an MMF in parallel. We introduce a passive multiple-scattering element – crafted13

through the process of inverse design – that is complementary to an MMF and undoes its14

optical effects. This ‘optical inverter’ makes possible single-shot wide-field imaging and super-15

resolution imaging through MMFs. Our design consists of a cascade of diffractive elements,16

and can be understood from the perspective of both multi-plane light conversion, and as a17

physically inspired diffractive neural network. This physical architecture outperforms state-of-18

the-art electronic neural networks tasked with unscrambling light, as it preserves the phase and19

coherence information of optical signals flowing through it. We show, in numerical simulations,20

how to efficiently sort and tune the relative phase of up to∼400 step-index fibre modes, reforming21

incoherent images of scenes at arbitrary distances from the fibre facet. Our optical inverter can22

dynamically adapt to see through experimentally realistic flexible fibres – made possible by23

moulding optical memory effects into its design. The scheme is based on current fabrication24

technology so could be realised in the near future. Beyond imaging, these concepts open up a25

range of new avenues for optical multiplexing, communications and computation in the realms26

of classical and quantum photonics.27

1 Introduction28

Multimode optical fibres (MMFs) are a ubiquitous technology in light guiding applications [1].29

They form the backbone of the short-range optical links in data centres [2, 3], transmit optical30

signals in spectrometers [4], and deliver high intensity light in laser welding systems [5]. MMFs31

support thousands of spatial modes – i.e. unique optical field profiles – within the width of a strand32
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Figure 1: Optical inversion concept. (a) A schematic showing all-optical image reformation of
a scene at the distal end of an MMF. Light emanating from the scene propagates through an MMF
supporting 403 modes, thus scrambling its spatial information. The light then propagates through
an optical inverter consisting of a cascade of 29 optimised phase masks, each separated by free-space.
At the output of the optical inverter an image of the scene is reformed. Its resolution is governed by
the spatial frequencies supported by the MMF. (b) The action of an ideal MMF and optical inverter
represented as complex matrix operators. The inverter is designed to undo the fibre mode dependent
phase delays imparted by propagation through the MMF. The combined transmission matrix of the
MMF and inverter, Tcom, is equivalent to the identity matrix convolved with the diffraction limited
point-spread function dictated by the numerical aperture of the MMF.

of hair, each mode representing an independent communication channel. There has been much33

interest in unlocking this high spatial information density for imaging and optical communications34

applications [6]. For instance, recently MMFs have emerged as a promising technology for micro-35

endoscopy – enabling imaging with sub-cellular resolution at the tip of a needle [7, 8]. In this case,36

each spatial mode is capable of conveying a different subset of the spatial information from a scene at37

the distal (far) end of the fibre. Unfortunately, spatial mode dispersion scrambles this information38

as it propagates along an MMF. Therefore optical signals must be unscrambled at the proximal39

(near) end in order to reconstruct images [9–12].40

The current ‘gold-standard’ method to overcome optical scrambling is via measurement of the41

fibre’s transmission matrix (TM): a linear matrix operator that describes how any monochromatic42

field will have been transformed upon propagating through the fibre [13]. Once measured, the43

TM can be used to calculate a sequence of pre-scrambled input fields which are sent from the44

proximal end to generate a scanning focus at the distal facet. Thus scanning imaging is possible45

by correlating the return signal with each known focused scan location. This method, known as46

wavefront shaping [14–16], has been used to look through MMFs centimetres deep inside living47

tissue [7, 8] – a task difficult to accomplish in any other such minimally invasive way. A wide variety48

of imaging modalities have been demonstrated through these MMF-based holographic endoscopes,49

including fluorescence imaging [7, 8, 11], chemically and structurally sensitive microscopy [17–19],50

imaging beyond the distal fibre facet [20], and depth ranging using time-of-flight LiDAR [21].51

The majority of TM-based imaging techniques demonstrated so far rely on raster-scanning or52

sequential pattern projection, essentially meaning that light is unscrambled one spatial mode at a53
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time [16]. This currently precludes the delivery of wide-field imaging techniques through MMFs.54

For example, there is no way to conduct super-resolution imaging modalities such as photo-activated55

localisation microscopy (PALM) [22], or stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) [23]56

at the tip of an MMF. Scanning also places limits on the maximum imaging frame-rate, which is57

governed by the update rate of the spatial light modulator (SLM) used to shape input optical fields.58

Here we propose a new imaging strategy that goes beyond serial wavefront shaping, and simulta-59

neously unscrambles all spatial modes emerging from a fibre in parallel. To achieve this we describe60

the design of a passive optical element -– which we term an optical inverter — that, in the ideal61

case, possesses a TM exactly equivalent to the inverse of the MMF’s TM (D). Coupled with the62

MMF, the TM of the entire system collapses to the identity matrix I, since D−1D = I. Therefore,63

any coherent, partially-coherent or incoherent field at the distal end of the fibre, within the spatial64

bandwidth of the MMF and the spectral bandwidth of the combined fibre-inverter system, will be65

reconstructed in an all-optical manner at the output of the optical inverter. This advance brings66

closer the vision of channeling any form of wide-field microscopy to the tip of an MMF endoscope67

positioned deep inside living tissue. Figure 1 shows a schematic of our concept.68

The prospect of building a device to passively unscramble light that has propagated through69

an MMF was first considered by Gover et al. as long ago as 1976 [24]. Yet only recently has our70

understanding of the inverse design of multimodal photonic systems matured to a level that renders71

this concept feasible. In 2012, Čižmár et al. took a step forward by demonstrating that a single72

multiplexed hologram can be used to unscramble up to ∼100 spatial modes that have propagated73

through an MMF [11]. However, this approach does not reform images directly, and suffers from74

exceedingly low conversion efficiency which has restricted its broader application [11, 25, 26].75

In the following, we first describe the working principle of an optical inverter in the case of an76

ideal MMF, followed by the specifics of our design. We numerically simulate the performance of77

a system capable of efficiently unscrambling up to ∼ 400 spatial modes. We next show how this78

concept can be extended to the more experimentally realistic fibres, leveraging recently discovered79

fibre memory effects [27, 28]. Finally, we describe how our inverter may be designed to dynamically80

adapt to the changing TM of a moving fibre.81

2 Design82

2.1 Architecture of an optical inverter83

MMFs can be considered a form of opaque scattering media dominated by forward scattering: the84

vast majority of incident light is transmitted and levels of back-reflection are very low. Therefore85

here we focus solely on inversion of the TM of an MMF rather than considering its full scattering86

matrix. We begin by analysing the structure of the TM of an ideal MMF. Solving the monochromatic87

wave equation in cylindrical coordinates yields a set of N circularly polarised propagation invariant88

modes (PIMs, also referred to here as ‘fibre modes’). These are orthonormal eigenmodes of the fibre,89

maintaining the same field profile as they propagate along it without coupling to one another or90

changing polarisation state. Each PIM has a mode-dependent phase velocity βn (where n indexes91
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the mode), and so mode n picks up a global phase delay of θn = βnL upon reaching the output of92

a fibre of length L. The de-phasing of the PIMs causes their interference pattern at the output to93

be different from that at the input, resulting in the spatial scrambling of optical signals. Therefore,94

the TM of an MMF, Tfib ∈ CP×P , represented in the real-space basis, is given by Tfib = PDP† –95

see Fig. 1(b). Here D ∈ CN×N is a unitary diagonal matrix capturing the phase delay experienced96

by all N PIMs supported by the fibre, P ∈ CP×N is a matrix transforming from the N -dimensional97

PIM-space to the P -dimensional pixelated real-space basis, and † represents the conjugate transpose98

operator. Refs. [28, 29] provide details of how matrix P may be constructed.99

To unscramble monochromatic light that has propagated through an ideal MMF, we must undo100

the modal phase delays picked up during transit, by imparting a mode-dependent phase correction of101

ϕn = −θn = −βnL to each PIM. Thus in matrix form, the TM of the optical inverter, also represented102

in real-space, should correspond to103

Tinv = PD†P†, (1)

such that the TM of the combined fibre-inverter system Tcom ∈ CP×P is given by Tcom = TinvTfib =104

PP†, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Tcom is approximately diagonal, but does not equal the identity matrix105

because it also captures the spatial filtering due to the fibre itself – i.e. only the components of the106

field emanating from the object that are supported by the fibre can propagate through the system.107

However when transformed to PIM-space, the combined system does indeed collapse to the identity108

matrix: P†TcomP = I.109

Optical fields emerging from a fibre are readily addressable in real-space – it is straightforward110

to impart a spatially dependent phase delay directly to these fields. However, an optical inverter111

must act non-locally on each PIM independently – and so physically accessing PIM-space is the key112

challenge to overcome in our inverter design. We achieve this by showing how to construct optical113

systems that perform each of the three matrix transformations on the right-hand-side of Eqn. 1.114

First, light emerging from an MMF is decomposed into fibre modes – this can be accomplished115

using a passive ‘fibre mode sorter’, the novel design of which we describe below, that redirects and116

focuses the energy carried by each PIM into a different spatial location across a transverse plane.117

This step is equivalent to the transformation enacted by matrix P† in Eqn. 1. Next, the light from118

each sorted PIM passes through a single optical element, which we call the ‘corrector plane’, that119

imparts mode-dependent phase delays to undo those accumulated during transit through the fibre.120

This step achieves the diagonal matrix operation D† in Eqn. 1. Finally, the fibre modes are spatially121

recombined by propagating through a second fibre mode sorter in the reverse direction, enacting122

matrix transformation P in Eqn. 1. Henceforth, we refer to this reverse mode sorter as a ‘fibre123

mode combiner’. Together, the sorter, the corrector, and the combiner form the fibre inverter, as124

illustrated in Fig. 1(a).125

The number of PIMs of one circular polarisation supported by an MMF is related to its geometry,126

and given by N ∼ (πaNA/λ)2, where a is the radius of the core, NA is the numerical aperture of127

the fibre, and λ is the wavelength of transmitted light. N also governs the number of independent128

pixels in images that can be transmitted through an MMF. Therefore, we must design a fibre mode129

sorter capable of handling as many modes as there are pixels in images we wish to reconstruct.130
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Figure 2: A 403 step-index fibre mode sorter. (a) The optimised phase delay profiles of the
15-phase mask MPLC. We found profiles without horizontal mirror symmetry gave slightly improved
performance compared to solutions where such mirror symmetry was enforced. Here we use a non-
cyclic colourmap to highlight the location of 0 − 2π phase wraps. (b) The sum of the intensity of
all 403 fibre modes as they propagate through the MPLC to separate output channels: a triangular
grid of focused Gaussian beams. Throughout the device, the mean intensity of the ensemble of fibre
modes is concentrated to ‘smooth’ regions of the phase masks with low spatial phase gradients and
few phase wrapping lines. These aspects of the design will ease the experimental implementation
of this MPLC. (c) The sorting efficiency as a function of fibre mode index – i.e. fraction of power
of input PIM that is found in the target output channel, simulated assuming the device is unitary.
See ref. [28] for details of how the PIMs are ordered. High order modes are generally sorted with
a slightly lower efficiency, which could be rectified in future designs if necessary. (d) The phase
corrector plane. The location of the 403 output channels are indicated with green circles. The
energy carried by each sorted PIM passes through a different region of the plane, and the phase
delay imparted to each output channel can be independently modulated. (e) A magnified view of
the sorted PIMs arriving at the corrector plane – the grid of output Gaussian spots is clearly visible.

2.2 Step-index fibre mode sorter131

High-dimensional spatial mode sorting is a challenging task, with techniques to achieve it still in132

their infancy. It is closely related to the inverse design of multimodal photonic systems – an emerging133

class of devices capable of enacting arbitrary transformations on multiple spatial light modes simul-134

taneously. A variety of methods to achieve this are currently under development, including meshes135

of waveguides on chip [30, 31], or the construction of bespoke scattering structures [32–34], but few136

approaches are able to manipulate the numbers of modes required for imaging applications [35].137

Here we take inspiration from recent advances in multi-plane light conversion [36] and diffractive138

neural networks [37]. Both of these concepts rely on a cascade of numerically optimised diffractive139

optical elements (DOEs, also referred to here as ‘phase masks’) separated by free-space, to perform140

targeted optical transformations such as mode sorting [38–40].141

It has been shown that N spatial modes can be efficiently sorted in M = 6N + 1 planes using142

multi-plane light conversion [41]. At first this appears to prohibit such approaches for imaging143

applications where N is large. For example, sorting of N = 400 modes would require M = 2401144
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planes using this scaling – clearly a number far exceeding experimental feasibility. Recently, however,145

Fontaine et al. demonstrated a special case: a multi-plane light converter (MPLC) capable of sorting146

hundreds of Hermite-Gaussian (HG) modes with very few (∼ 7) phase masks [39, 42]. The design147

exploits underlying symmetries of the Hermite-Gaussian (HG) basis to efficiently sort HG modes.148

This HG sorter was then coupled to a cylindrical mode transformer – consisting of two cylindrical149

lenses – that transforms HG modes to Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes [43]. The combined optical150

system thus creates a high-dimensional LG mode sorter using only a few phase planes. Both LG-151

modes and fibre PIMs possess rotational symmetry, and this structural similarity hints that it may152

also be feasible to apply the same principle to sort a large number of step-index PIMs. Here we153

explore this possibility to design a high-dimensional step-index fibre mode sorter using a low number154

of planes.155

We consider the design of a device operating on a basis of step-index fibre PIMs that form the full156

set of propagating eigenmodes, of one handedness of circular polarisation, supported by a step-index157

MMF. In this work we simulate an MMF of core radius a = 40.3 µm, and NA = 0.1, which supports158

N = 403 modes per polarisation at a wavelength of λ = 633 nm. We emphasize that the following159

methods are in no way limited to this specific fibre geometry. Inspired by the LG-mode sorter160

design described above, we first pass all fibre modes through a cylindrical mode transformer. This161

converts the step-index fibre PIMs to a new basis in which each mode is visually reminiscent of a162

heavily skewed HG mode. We next optimise the phase profiles of a cascade of M = 15 phase masks,163

tasking the MPLC to simultaneously sort up to 403 of these ‘skewed’ HG modes. The phase profiles164

of these DOEs are designed using the wavefront matching method [44], which is a form of adjoint165

optimisation [45], and closely related to the ‘backpropagation’ algorithms used to train electronic166

neural networks [46, 47]. This algorithm allows fast parallelised calculation of how the phase delay167

imparted by each pixel on a plane should be adjusted to improve the sorting performance. For more168

details see Supplementary Information (SI) §1.169

Figure 2 shows our step-index fibre mode sorter design. Once the profiles of the phase masks are170

optimised, we do indeed find that the design inherits some of the properties of the MPLC-based LG171

mode sorter it is inspired by, and operates with relatively high efficiency and low modal cross-talk.172

Our design represents the first example of a step-index fibre mode sorter capable of supporting173

enough modes to make imaging feasible – sorting a number of fibre modes approximately an order174

of magnitude greater than achieved to date [48].175

A unique set of design constraints can be applied to mode sorters used for imaging applications:176

in our case we aim to maximise the mode capacity N since it is directly proportional to the pixel177

resolution of transmitted images. This can be achieved at the expense of a reduction in sorting178

efficiency, and we can also tolerate some degree of modal cross-talk, which will reduce the contrast179

and fidelity of transmitted images. Exploiting these trade-offs, we design a device capable of sorting180

N = 403 fibre modes using 15-planes with a mean sorting efficiency of ∼0.51, an insertion loss (IL)181

of 0.49, and a mode dependent loss (MDL) of 0.08. Fig. 2(c) shows the efficiency with which each182

individual mode is sorted. We allow a mean cross-talk of ∼0.23 – i.e. on average, ∼23% of the183

power in a given input PIM will be spread amongst the other output channels – see SI §1 for the184

characteristic coupling matrix and relevant definitions. As shown later (see Fig. 3), these levels of185
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Figure 3: Seeing through ideal MMFs. From left to right, the panels in each row show numerical
simulations of the field/object/scene to be imaged (left most panel); the image formed using perfect
MMF inversion, i.e. including the spatial filtering effects due to the limited modal capacity of the
fibre, but not including any mode-coupling effects present in our inverter; the field at the proximal
fibre facet; the field at the corrector plane; and the reformed image at the output of our MPLC-
based inverter. Imaging, (a) a spatially coherent speckle pattern at the distal fibre facet (white
circle indicates core-cladding boundary of radius 40.3 µm); (b) an incoherent object at the distal
fibre facet – suggestive of a sheet of confluent cells; (c) an incoherent object defocused 1mm from
the distal fibre facet, where the field-of-view, shown by dashed white circle, has grown to a radius of
100.8 µm; and (d) a scene in the far-field of the distal facet (here the dashed white circle represents
the fibre NA).

cross-talk, IL, and MDL only result in a mild reduction in imaging contrast when the full optical186

inverter is implemented (see also SI §7 for more details). In addition to this 15-plane 403 fibre187

mode sorter, we also designed an 11-plane 201 mode sorter, and a 7-plane 107 mode sorter, which188

exhibit slightly improved performance due to their marginally more favourable ratios of N/M . SI189

§1 describes the design and performance of these fibre mode sorters in detail. In each case, the190

output channels are arranged in a triangular grid (see Fig. 2(e)), chosen because this geometry was191

previously demonstrated to guide the inverse design process to a high-performance solution in the192

HG mode sorting case that inspired our work [39]. Alternative arrangements are also possible, but193

in our study, we were not able to find one that resulted in better values of cross-talk and efficiency.194
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3 Results195

3.1 Looking through ideal MMFs196

Equipped with a design for a high-dimensional fibre mode sorter, next we numerically simulate197

its integration into an optical inverter to unscramble light that has propagated through an MMF.198

Figure 2(d) shows an example of a pattern of mode-dependent phase shifts applied at the corrector199

plane. Our 403-mode inverter requires 2M − 1 = 29 phase masks in total. There are 15 planes in200

the sorter, 15 in the combiner, and 1 in the corrector – this makes up 31 planes, but the last plane201

of the sorter, the corrector plane, and the first plane of the combiner can be arranged so that they202

all are in image planes of one another and so can be coalesced into a single plane (see SI §3 for how203

such an arrangement may be achieved in our proposed experimental setup). The real-space coherent204

TM of our design, T′
inv ∈ CP×P (the apostrophe distinguishing from the TM of the ideal inverter205

Tinv), is given by206

T′
inv =

[
L⊤M⊤]︸ ︷︷ ︸
combiner

× C︸︷︷︸
corrector

× [ML]︸ ︷︷ ︸
sorter

. (2)

Here L ∈ CP×P is the TM of the optical system guiding light from the proximal fibre facet, through207

the cylindrical mode converter, to the input plane of the MPLC. M ∈ CP×P is the TM of the208

MPLC. C ∈ CP×P is a diagonal unitary matrix representing the TM of the corrector plane, which209

applies the phase correction ϕn to the area that light from the nth sorted PIM passes through, along210

with additional phase corrections to account for mode dependent phase delays imparted to the light211

during transit through the sorter and combiner themselves (see SI §1 for details). M⊤ represents212

the propagation through the MPLC in the reverse direction, where ⊤ is the transpose operator. M213

is given by214

M = AM

↶
M−1∏
m=1

(HAm) , (3)

where Am ∈ CP×P is a unitary diagonal matrix, whose diagonal elements hold the phase change215

imparted by each pixel of the mth plane. The overset arrow indicates left matrix multiplication,216

and H ∈ CP×P is a free-space propagation matrix transforming the field from the output facet217

immediately after plane m to the input facet immediately before plane m + 1. See SI §2 for more218

details and a description of how matrices L, C and H are constructed.219

It is important to note that although our inverter design is created by simulating the propaga-220

tion of spatially coherent fields through the system, the resulting device is capable of performing221

spatially incoherent imaging – within the spectral bandwidth of the system (which is analysed later222

in §3.3). To simulate incoherent imaging, we calculate the real positive-valued incoherent intensity223

TM S ∈ RP×P
+ , linking spatially incoherent fields at either end of the combined fibre-inverter system224

in the real-space basis [49, 50]: S = |T′
invTfib|2, where we take the element-wise square.225

Thus far, MPLCs have been built from a multi-pass cavity consisting of a mirror placed opposite226

a reflective liquid-crystal SLM or a lithographically etched reflective DOE [39, 51]. Using reflective227

DOEs in this way leads to a mainly forward-scattering device, which matches the forward scattering228
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nature of the MMF itself, and avoids noise associated with multiple reflections between planes229

that would arise in cascades of transmissive DOEs. Here we envisage that the fibre mode sorter230

and combiner are constructed from fixed reflective DOEs to promote high efficiency operation.231

For example, Fontaine et al. recently implemented a 14-plane MPLC composed of a gold-coated232

diffraction grating opposite a dielectric mirror, that exhibited a loss of ∼ 5− 6 dB [52, 53]. We233

anticipate implementing the corrector plane with a liquid-crystal SLM, which allows the modal234

correction phases to be dynamically reconfigured. This way, the same optical inverter can be paired235

with MMFs of standardised NA and core diameter, but of variable length, by simply modifying236

the correction phases. The ability to reconfigure these correction phases also provides a number of237

additional benefits when imaging through imperfect or flexible fibres, as will be discussed later. SI238

§3 shows schematics of the full optical system of our proposed MMF inverter.239

A note on polarisation: here we have focused on inverting the set of PIMs of a single handedness240

of circular polarisation – taking advantage of the weak circular polarisation coupling exhibited by241

short lengths of real MMFs [29]. We envisage that a polarisation filter is used to reject light of the242

opposite polarisation handedness from a scene emitting incoherent light. Our inverter design could243

potentially be extended to unscramble vector fields at the cost of some increase in complexity by244

spatially separating the two polarisation states and passing them through separate inverters [54].245

We also highlight that our optical inverter design protocol is not sensitive to the exact fibre geometry246

– the ratio N/M is the most critical performance predictor. For example, we would expect similar247

inversion performance when designing a new mask set for an MMF supporting an equivalent number248

of modes, but with a higher NA and lower core radius than the fibre we chose to model here.249

Supplementary Movie 1 shows the simulated light field at several stages through the MMF-250

inverter system as a focused spot is scanned over the distal facet of the fibre. We see that high-251

contrast spots are reconstructed at the output of the inverter, reproducing the input spots with high252

fidelity. This can be quantified by measuring the spot power-ratio, which is defined as the ratio of253

the power within a small disk centred on the target spot position at the output plane of the inverter,254

to the total power transmitted within the image of the fibre core [28]. SI §4 shows a power-ratio255

map, indicating the fidelity with which spots are imaged at different regions across the fibre core256

(see also insets in the left-most panels of Figs. 6(a-c)). Averaging the power-ratio over all output257

locations yields the mean power-ratio pr. When our inverter is matched with an ideal fibre, the258

mean power-ratio of re-imaged points pr = 0.74, a value comparable with the typical power-ratio for259

state-of-the-art serial wavefront shaping through MMFs [20, 21].260

Figure 3 shows example images of distal scenes reconstructed at the output of the inverter system.261

Figures 3(a-b) show images of scenes at the distal facet: a spatially coherent speckle pattern (a)262

and a spatially incoherent scene (b). An advantage of our concept is that refocussing of the image263

plane away from the end of the distal fibre facet can be achieved by simply axially re-positioning264

a camera recording the image at the output of the inverter. Figure 3(c-d) shows the incoherent265

imaging of scenes located 1mm beyond the distal fibre facet (c), and in the far-field of the distal266

facet (d) [20]. It is interesting to note that the objects imaged in (c) and (d) only excite a certain267

subset of the step-index PIMs, as can be seen at the corrector plane – the missing Gaussian spots268

here simply indicate the modes which do not contribute to the light field emanating from the object.269
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Figure 4: Super-resolution imaging. (a) A spiral-shaped object labelled with fluorophores. (b)
A single-shot wide-field image that cannot resolve individual fluorophores. (c) An image of several
activated fluorophores. Pink crosses show the tracked centroid positions. (d) A super-resolved image
compiled from multiple images of randomly sparsely excited fluorophores. The scale bar shows the
length of the diffraction limit, which in this case is 3.16 µm. The colour-bar for intensity images
(b,c) is the same as that in Fig. 3.

We quantify the quality of image reconstruction by calculating the overlap integral o (for coherent270

fields) and correlation c (for incoherent fields) between our inverter output and the ideal output;271

these values are presented in Fig. 3 (and defined in SI §5). We see that the reconstruction quality272

of our inverter (right-hand column) is close to the theoretical optimum for wide-field imaging (2nd273

column) in terms of both resolution and contrast. Far-field imaging exhibits the lowest fidelity, due274

to the greater proportion of high order PIMs excited in this configuration, which are marginally less275

efficiently sorted (see Fig. 2(c)). This could be improved in future designs by more heavily weighting276

the importance of high-order PIMs in the MPLC design algorithm.277

3.2 Super-resolution imaging278

Our inverter gives direct access to the field at the distal end of a fibre, potentially making possible279

a host of advanced microscopy techniques beyond wide-field imaging. For example, we now test280

whether the fidelity of the inversion is compatible with super-resolution imaging through an MMF281

– see Fig. 4. Here we simulate PALM or STORM – which differ only by the fluorophore switching282

mechanism [22, 23]. These techniques are based on the principle that it is possible to locate the283

centroid of a diffraction limited spot to a better precision than the diffraction limit itself. Mul-284

tiple wide-field fluorescent images are recorded, with fluorophore excitation carefully controlled so285

that only a random well-separated subset of fluorophores are induced to emit light in any given286
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image. Centroid tracking of the isolated diffraction limited spots then reveals the position of each287

fluorophore, enabling a super-resolved map of their positions to be compiled.288

We simulate a scene consisting of an array of fluorophores arranged in a spiral configuration289

(Fig. 4(a)). The spacing of these fluorophores is below the diffraction limit, so the array is not290

resolved when imaged directly (Fig. 4(b)). However, recording of multiple images of isolated flu-291

orophores (an example shown in Fig. 4(c)) yields a super-resolved image of the scene (Fig. 4(d)).292

SI Movie 2 depicts this process. In this case the mean absolute error in position of a fluorophore293

is 129 nm, a factor of 24 below the diffraction limit of λ/(2NA) = 3.2 µm (here λ = 633 nm, and294

NA = 0.1). Note that here we have assumed ideal conditions in which the detected photons are295

within the spectral bandwidth of the system (see §3.3), and ignore the effect of finite signal-to-noise296

ratio (SNR), which is highly system dependent. However, even if the fibre is not ideal and exhibits297

modal cross-talk, reducing the fidelity of the inversion, the error still remains well below the diffrac-298

tion limit (see SI §6 for more details). This is a promising result, which is readily extendable to 3D299

localisation microscopy [55], and offers the exciting possibility of imaging with molecular specificity300

at unprecedented resolution deep inside living tissue. Of course in practice, the resolution of such301

a technique will depend critically on the fidelity of the inversion, the stability of the optical system302

and the SNR in captured images.303

3.3 Spectral bandwidth304

A key characteristic of our proposed fibre-inverter imaging system is the spectral bandwidth over305

which light can be unscrambled. The bandwidth of the TM of an MMF, ∆λfib, defines the range of306

wavelengths over which the same TM is valid [21]. Assuming that chromatic dispersion is negligible307

compared to spatial mode dispersion, ∆λfib can be derived, for a step-index fibre, by considering the308

optical path length difference between a ray travelling at the critical angle of total internal reflection309

versus a ray travelling ‘straight through’, parallel to the central fibre axis, yielding310

∆λfib ∼ 2ncλ
2/(LNA2), (4)

where nc is the refractive index of the core (see SI §8 for derivation). This ray picture is equivalent311

to analysing the rate at which the PIMs with the highest and lowest phase velocities de-phase via312

propagation through the fibre. When the fibre is coupled to an inverter, we quantify the spectral313

bandwidth of the combined system by observing the rate of reduction in the mean power-ratio of314

imaged spots as the input wavelength is detuned from the design wavelength. See SI §9 for more315

detail.316

Figure 5(a) shows the analytically calculated bandwidth of the fibre itself (purple line, given by317

Eqn. 4), and the numerically simulated bandwidth of the combined MMF-inverter system (green318

circles) as a function of fibre length L. Both curves follow a similar trend. In the absence of a fibre319

(i.e. when L = 0) we find that the inverter itself is limited to a bandwidth of ∆λinv(L = 0) ∼ 23 nm.320

When the inverter is coupled to a fibre, the bandwidth of the combined system is limited by the321

bandwidth of the fibre itself for lengths beyond ∼1 cm. For example, in the case of a 20 cm long322

fibre, the spectral bandwidth with which objects at the distal facet can be imaged is about 1 nm.323
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Despite this narrow bandwidth, there is some tunability in the spectral response of the fibre-324

inverter system. We find that the wavelength of light that is brought into focus at the output325

plane can be tuned simply by adjusting the PIM-dependent phase delays imparted by the correction326

plane. The spectral bandwidth over which it is possible to tune the wavelength is determined by the327

baseline bandwidth of the inverter itself when no optical fibre is present (i.e. ∼ 23 nm in our case).328

This means a form of hyperspectral imaging may be possible: by synchronising the modulation of329

the corrector plane with a tunable spectral bandpass filter, images across a range of wavelengths330

could be recorded. See SI §10 for a more in-depth discussion of this possibility.331

Furthermore, when the image plane is moved away from the distal facet, the NA of rays emitted332

from a point on the image plane that are collected by the fibre is reduced below the NA of the333

fibre. Light emanating from adjacent points in the scene does not interfere in incoherent imaging,334

and so the reduction in NA for individual points has the effect of increasing the spectral bandwidth335

of the system. Therefore the bandwidth becomes a function of the image plane defocus distance z336

according to337

∆λfib(z) ∼

(2ncλ
2)/(LNA2), for z ≤ a/NA

(2ncλ
2z2)/(La2), for z > a/NA.

(5)

See SI §8 for derivation and more detail on under which assumptions Eqn. 5 holds. Figure 5(b)338

shows how the spectral bandwidth of the fibre itself (purple line, given by Eqn. 5) and the combined339

MMF-inverter system (green circles, simulated) increase as the depth z to the scene increases. In our340

case, for depths of z ≲ 4mm, the fibre itself limits the bandwidth. For greater levels of defocus, we341

find the inverter limits the spectral bandwidth to ∼ 67 nm, which holds all the way to the far-field342

(green dashed line). This hints at another possibility to overcome the narrow spectral bandwidth343

of an MMF and enable broadband imaging - by placing a Fourier-transforming lens at the distal344

end of the fibre (for example, a short section of graded index fibre or a micro-structured element).345

This would transform the system so that it is now broadband at the distal facet and has a narrower346

bandwidth in the far field.347

Figure 5: Spectral bandwidth. (a) Spectral bandwidth as a function of fibre length L for our
uncoupled fibre (purple line) and the combined fibre-inverter system (green circles), when the image
plane is on the distal facet of the fibre. (b) Spectral bandwidth for our uncoupled fibre (purple line)
and the combined fibre-inverter system (green circles) as a function of image plane defocus depth z.
Green dashed line indicates the inverter far-field bandwidth limit.
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3.4 Adapting to imperfect MMFs348

Our MMF optical inversion strategy relies on the TM of the MMF being strongly diagonal when349

represented in the PIM basis. How realistic is this situation likely to be in practice? Power found in350

off-diagonal elements of the fibre’s TM signifies mode coupling – indicating that when the MMF is351

excited with an individual input PIM, other PIMs are excited upon light reaching the output [56].352

Plöschner et al. have shown that with careful measurement and fibre alignment, the TM of short353

lengths of step-index MMF (up to L ∼ 30 cm in length) can hold over 95% of the power on the main354

diagonal when represented in the PIM basis – i.e. the mode coupling is minimal [29]. Graded index355

MMFs are less predictable [57], hence here we have focused on step-index MMFs, which at present356

show a greater prospect of being experimentally invertible.357

Nonetheless, fibres exhibiting some degree of mode coupling may be encountered in real-world358

scenarios. To study this we modify our model to incorporate MMF TMs that have varying levels359

of mode coupling and loss. We introduce the imperfect fibre TM, T′
fib ∈ CP×P , and quantify the360

fraction of power on the main diagonal by pd. T′
fib is constructed so that power is spread into361

off-diagonal elements in an experimentally realistic way, as detailed in ref. [56].362

Figure 6 shows the performance of our optical inverter when coupled with imperfect MMFs.363

Evidently, as pd decreases, the inverter will less successfully unscramble the light emerging from364

the fibre. Fig. 6(a) shows the reduction in image quality when a fixed inverter – designed for an365

ideal fibre – is coupled to fibres possessing progressively increasing levels of modal coupling. Once366

pd ≲ 0.25 the image is no longer discernible. We find that mode coupling is more disruptive to367

imaging than loss – SI §11 gives details.368

We now consider how our inverter may adapt to improve image quality, and first analyse the case369

where the full TM of an imperfect MMF, T′
fib, has been measured. One solution would be to redesign370

every phase mask in an attempt to map the device to a new inverse TM. However, this would mean371

that all 29 phase masks in our device would need to be re-configurable. With current technology,372

this is extremely challenging to achieve whilst also maintaining a high operating efficiency, as liquid-373

crystal SLMs are too lossy to be realistically used with tens of reflections. Therefore we have aimed374

for a solution where only a single plane – the corrector plane – need be reconfigurable. If T′
fib is375

known, the modal phase delays imparted by the corrector plane can be adjusted and set to376

ϕ = − arg
[
diag

(
P†T′

fibP
)]

, (6)

where ϕn is held in the nth element of column vector ϕ, and the operator diag(·) creates a vector377

from the diagonal elements of a square matrix. In Eqn. 6, T′
fib has been transformed to PIM-space,378

and the corrector plane phases are selected to undo the phase delays picked up by the uncoupled379

component of each PIM, while ignoring any mode coupling. Figure 6(b) shows image formation when380

adaptively adjusting the correction phases according to Eqn. 6 as pd reduces. We see the contrast is381

enhanced compared with the non-adaptive case – thus imaging capabilities reduce gracefully rather382

than catastrophically failing upon the onset of mode coupling.383
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3.5 Imaging through flexible MMFs384

We have so far considered the pairing of our inverter with a static MMF whose TM has been385

accurately measured. However, the TM of an MMF is exceedingly sensitive to fibre configuration.386

Therefore if the fibre is free to move and bend, the TM is modified and is no longer accurately387

known. We now ask – is there a way our inverter can accommodate this scenario?388

The structure of our inverter has been designed to leverage fibre memory effects [27, 28, 56].389

Optical memory effects are associated with underlying correlations in a TM, that appear when it390

is represented in an appropriate basis [28, 58]. In the case of an MMF, its approximate cylindrical391

symmetry results in a rotational memory effect: rotating the input field causes a corresponding392

rotation in the output field [27]. The diagonal nature of the TM in the PIM basis also leads to393

a recently uncovered quasi-radial memory effect [28]. Our inverter gives us physical access to the394

optical fields in the PIM basis – i.e. at the corrector plane – enabling us to adapt the correction395

phases to take advantage of these memory effects. There are several ways we envisage these memory396

effects may be employed to invert flexible fibres:397

Firstly, Plöschner et al. showed that if the changes in configuration of a short length of step-index398

MMF can be externally monitored, then the change to its TM can be predicted without needing to399

be re-measured [29]. Crucially, this study also showed that bending short lengths of fibre mainly400

altered the phase delay of individual PIMs, without introducing significant levels of modal cross-talk401

– meaning that the inverse TM of curved MMFs can be well-captured by our inverter simply by402

updating the phase-delays given to each PIM at the corrector plane with those predicted from fibre403

curvature.404

Secondly, Li et al. recently showed that an estimate of the TM of an MMF can be obtained405

without optical access to the distal end by deploying a fluorescent particle which acts as ‘guide-star’406

located on the distal fibre facet [28, 59]. In this case, the field at the proximal fibre facet that407

focuses onto a distal guide-star can be found by optimising the return fluorescent signal intensity –408

in principle in just a few hundred milliseconds [58]. Knowledge of this proximal field, which here we409

denote by column vector ugs ∈ CP when represented in the real-space basis, reveals the corrector410

plane phase delays ϕ that bring this point into focus at the output of the inverter:411

ϕ = −
[
arg
(
P†ugs

)
− arg

(
P†t

)]
, (7)

where column vector t ∈ RP specifies the location of the guide-star – the element of t corresponding412

to the guide-star position is set to 1, and all other elements are set to 0. The intuition behind413

Eqn. 7 is as follows: the first term on the right-hand-side provides an estimate of the relative phase414

of the PIMs on the target location at the distal end of the fibre. The second term captures the415

relative phase of the PIMs at the same lateral location at the proximal end of the fibre. Subtracting416

these values ensures that the calculated phase corrections only account for phase delays caused by417

propagation through the MMF itself.418

Once light emanating from a guide-star at the distal facet of the MMF has been brought into419

focus at the inverter output, the existence of the rotational and quasi-radial memory effects mean420

other nearby points are simultaneously corrected. Therefore it is possible to image clearly through421
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Figure 6: Inversion of imperfectly matched MMFs. (a-c) Reduction in image quality as pd,
the fraction of power on the diagonal of T′

fib, decreases. Insets show the power-ratio map in each
case. (a) In this case the inverter is non-adaptive and the correction phases are not modified. (b)
An improvement in imaging quality is obtained by adapting the correction phases assuming the full
matrix T′

fib is known. (c) Even if T′
fib is not known, we can open an isoplanatic patch around a

guide-star (pink dot) placed at the distal facet. The size of this patch shrinks as pd reduces. (d)
Multiple images recorded around 3 different guide-stars (GS 1-3, left 3 panels) can be combined
(right most panel) to increase the field-of view. In this example pd = 50%, and the reconstruction
uses the estimated power-ratio maps shown inset in a weighted average of each image. Correlation
c between the ideal inverter output (not shown) and all images is provided.

an area around the target point, known as an isoplanatic patch [28]. Figure 6(c) demonstrates422

image formation using this approach. The size and shape of the isoplanatic patch is governed by423

the magnitude of pd: if pd = 1, the fibre TM is diagonal, and the isoplanatic patch extends across424

the entire distal fibre facet (Fig. 6(c), left-most panel). We anticipate that when used with a short425

section of MMF (e.g. up to L ∼ 30 cm long as in ref. [29]) we would be in this low mode-coupling426

regime where a single guide-star can yield an accurate estimate of the TM, and adjustment of the427

corrector plane phases can restore high fidelity imaging over the whole fibre core. Nonetheless,428

here we also show how imaging is impacted as mode coupling increases and pd falls below 1: the429

isoplanatic patch contracts around the location of the guide-star – see Fig. 6(c), and SI movie 3.430

Evidently if the fibre exhibits significant mode coupling – which we expect only in a worst-case-431

scenario – then multiple guide-stars are required to scan a contracted isoplanatic patch across the432

whole distal facet. There is a way forward in this case: during calibration the light emanating433

from several guide-stars simultaneously could be distinguished via emission spectrum or speckle434

contrast [49, 60]. Figure 6(d) shows a series of images as the isoplanatic patch is scanned over 3435
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separate guide-stars (left 3 panels), and a combined image formed from their weighted average (right436

hand panel). SI §12 gives more details. This guide-star-based concept performs only slightly worse437

than the adaptive case (Fig. 6(b)), but has the advantage of potentially being performed in-situ,438

without the need for optical access to the distal fibre facet to remeasure the full fibre TM.439

While imaging with the help of guide-stars is no longer single-shot, many spatial modes may440

be unscrambled in parallel within each isoplanatic patch. This leads to an enhanced frame-rate441

compared with conventional wavefront shaping [11], with the enhancement dependent upon the442

level of mode coupling in the MMF. This approach can also be used to boost image contrast without443

the need for physical guide-stars if T′
fib is known. In this case, the centre of the isoplanatic patch can444

be arbitrarily relocated (to a position specified by t) using Eqn. 7 with ugs = T′
fibt. Furthermore,445

there have been several alternative proposals to reconstruct the TM of an MMF without access to446

the distal facet, which could potentially be used in conjunction with our optical inverter [61–63].447

Lastly, it may be possible to engineer new types of MMF that are less sensitive to bending –448

so that their TM does not alter significantly when their configuration changes [57]. Although such449

MMFs have not yet been manufactured, they represent a highly promising prospect if paired with450

our inverter in the future – enabling high-speed incoherent imaging through flexible MMFs without451

the need for any adaptive feedback.452

4 Discussion453

We now consider our proposal in the context of other approaches that aim to achieve single-shot454

imaging through MMFs. Kim et al. have demonstrated single-shot computational fluorescence mi-455

croscopy through rigid MMFs [64, 65]. In this approach, images of distal fluorescent objects are456

computed directly from the low contrast speckle patterns emanating from the proximal end (such457

as those shown in Fig. 3(b-c), third column, for example). Calibration is first required to measure458

the incoherent intensity TM of the fibre or train a neural network [66]. Machine learning based459

approaches have also been applied to demonstrate single-shot spatially coherent image transmission460

through MMFs [67]. These systems capture intensity images of high contrast spatially coherent461

speckle patterns emerging from the proximal end of a fibre, which are then processed by a pre-462

trained electronic neural network to reconstruct the intensity pattern of the corresponding field at463

the distal end.464

In the context of these computational scattering inversion approaches, our optical inverter can be465

interpreted as an all-optical diffractive neural network [37, 68] – passively performing computational466

image reconstruction in a few nanoseconds. In this picture, the cascade of diffractive elements467

mimics the layered architecture of a linear convolutional neural network. For example, adjusting the468

phase delay imparted by a pixel on one phase plane modifies the diffracted field arriving at the next469

plane. This is analogous to tuning the weights of the coupling matrix linking the neurons between470

layers. In our case a linear network (i.e. without any non-linear activations) perfectly maps onto471

the linear operator that represents the inverse fibre TM. The network ‘training’ is carried out using472

fibre modes, which are the optimum basis to represent any possible image transmitted through the473

MMF. By dividing our diffractive network into three distinct subsections – a mode sorting module,474
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a phase correcting module and a mode combining module – we impose a physically inspired model475

on the network’s structure, in contrast to blindly optimising it.476

Intriguingly, our modelling suggests that a physically realised all-optical diffractive neural net-477

work is able to outperform its electronic counterpart for light scattering problems. In particular,478

our design has potential to enable single-shot incoherent imaging though MMFs with minimal loss479

of spatial resolution – an endeavour that has yet to be achieved. We have also shown how super-480

resolution imaging may be possible without resorting to use of priors about the nature of the scenes.481

The root of this enhanced performance stems from the preservation of the phase and spatial co-482

herence information emanating from the scene. In contrast, most electronic neural networks tasked483

with unscrambling light rely on training images capturing only the intensity of optical fields.484

In what situations do we envisage our MMF inversion concept being deployed in practice? The485

approach will work best with fibres exhibiting very low levels of mode coupling. Since the severity486

of such mode coupling typically increases with fibre length, this will limit the length of fibres it487

is possible to invert using these methods. A key application is minimally invasive imaging deep488

inside the brain. This only requires short stubs of MMF in the range of a one to a few centimetres489

in length [7], promoting low levels of mode coupling and relatively broad operational bandwidth490

(see Fig. 5(a)). Inversion of longer lengths of fibre is more challenging, but gives access to new491

scenarios, including imaging through freely moving flexible micro-endoscopes. Our inverter also has492

potential for aiding spatial mode multiplexing through short range optical interconnects – in this493

application a lower modal capacity may be favorable, which could ease the challenge of inverting494

longer lengths of fibre. Finally, as our optical inverter is a passive element, no measurements of495

photon state are made until the image is detected at its output. Therefore our system may also496

preserve the quantum entanglement of photons sent through it, circumventing the need for active497

entanglement recovery [69], offering new opportunities in future quantum communication systems498

or quantum computing schemes.499

5 Conclusion500

We have sketched out a new concept – an ‘optical inverter’ – to simultaneously unscramble all501

light modes that have propagated through an MMF. Our inverter can be understood as a bespoke502

scattering medium, designed to be complementary to an MMF so as to undo its optical effects.503

Although our work does not invoke transformation optics [70], the action of the inverter is similar504

to ‘cloaking’ an MMF within its spectral bandwidth, so that it is possible to see directly through it505

with no other computational steps necessary in the image reconstruction.506

The key advantage of our concept is that it renders possible any form of wide-field microscopy at507

the tip of a hair thin strand of MMF. This includes localisation-based super-resolution imaging [22,508

23], along with other emerging forms of parallelised super-resolution microscopy [71], structured509

illumination microscopy [72] and single-objective light sheet microscopy [73]. Single-shot wide-field510

imaging at any distance beyond the distal end of a short length of MMF also becomes possible.511

These new imaging modalities come at the cost of a relatively complicated design and currently512

with a limited spectral bandwidth – at least when imaging the distal fibre facet. However, the513
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reliance of our concept on multi-plane light conversion means it is within the reach of current514

fabrication technology, and future improvements in design may yield broader bandwidth operation.515

Furthermore, by introducing only a single re-configurable phase mask, we have shown how our optical516

inverter can adapt to a range of fibre inverse TMs: a feature that also represents the first example517

of a new class of MPLC device structured to actively incorporate optical memory effects.518

The optical inversion strategy we have described here can potentially be extended to unscramble519

light that has passed through other objects, such as photonic crystal waveguides [74], photonic520

lanterns [75] or biological tissue [49]. Finally, we anticipate that all-optical inversion of scattered521

light will find an array of applications beyond optical imaging: benefiting the fields of mode division522

multiplexing for high capacity optical communications [6, 76], as well as quantum cryptography [77]523

and classical and quantum optical computing [31, 78].524
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Supplementary Materials542

§1: Fibre mode sorter design and performance quantification543

A multi-plane light converter (MPLC) consists of a series of 2D diffractive planes separated by544

free-space. These planes each impart a spatially varying phase delay to transmitted light. The545

phase delay profiles are optimised in order to attempt to convert one set of input fields to another546

set of output fields. In this work these sets are the propagation invariant fibre modes (as inputs)547

and the spatially separated Gaussian spots (as outputs). Here phase planes are designed using an548

optimisation procedure known as the wavefront matching method [44], which is similar to a gradient549

descent optimisation. A detailed description of this algorithm is given in ref. [39]. Here we provide550

a brief descriptive overview: to start with, the input modes are individually numerically propagated551

from the input plane, through all the phase masks up to the last one. The output modes are552

individually back-propagated from the output to the opposite side of the last plane, where they553

meet the input modes. During this initialisation step we set the phase masks to have a profile of554

zero relative phase everywhere; this does not have to be the case – any other phase pattern can be555

used (which may then converge to a different local solution). At the last plane, each input mode is556

‘overlapped’ with its corresponding output mode. The overlap operation is a Hadamard product (i.e.557

element by element multiplication) between each input mode and the conjugate of the corresponding558

output mode. All of the overlaps are then averaged, and the argument is taken. The resulting phase559

profile is then added to the current phase profile of the mask between where the modes have met,560

generating a new mask which is used in the following iterations. This processes is repeated to561

optimise each phase mask in turn, and then the optimisation of all masks is cycled for a number562

of iterations. Over consecutive iterations the phases profiles converge to a solution. Depending on563

the particular mode sets and mode number the algorithm can take tens to hundreds of iterations to564

converge, which can require a lot of computation time. The phase masks of the 403-mode sorter, for565

example, took about 24h to design (on a 64GB RAM 12-core machine). Computation time required566

is affected by the number of modes and planes, and, most importantly, by mask resolution (see also567

Table 1). During the design process, and subsequent modelling of imaging performance, we assume568

each plane is infinitely thin and that there is no cross coupling within each plane. These assumptions569

have recently worked well to design experimentally realised MPLCs [39, 51].570

It is not immediately obvious how many planes will be needed to sort a given number of modes571

effectively. The number of planes needed greatly depends on the particular basis of the modes being572

sorted and its inherent symmetries. In our case, we have observed that using more phase masks573

generally improves sorter performance as would be expected. However, the sorter performance574

does not necessarily improve monotonically with number of planes as shown in Fig. 7 – there are575

fluctuations in the level of performance. This is because the wavefront matching algorithm is an576

optimisation routine which finds a locally optimum, rather than the globally optimum solution, and577

for the particular mode set and inverter geometry that we were working with, we found the best578

performance occurred at 15 planes.579

The physical dimensions of the masks in our design are 0.7x0.7 cm with a pixel pitch of 12.5 µm,580

giving a mask resolution of 559× 559 pixels. The masks are separated by 3.2 cm. These dimensions581
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Figure 7: Variation in sorter performance with different number of planes. See Eqn. 8 for
definitions of cross-talk and efficiency.

are similar to MPLCs that have been successfully realised experimentally. Note also that the image582

of the proximal end of the fibre has been magnified ∼10 times to a radius of 426 µm.583

Once designed, the performance of the sorter is characterised by its efficiency and cross-talk,584

which are defined as follows. We define an output channel – a circular area as indicated in Fig. 2(d)585

in the main text – for every Gaussian spot in the output plane. For every input mode we then586

calculate the fraction of the total power in every output channel - these values are arranged into587

a column vector. Retrieving the same information for all input modes forms a coupling matrix,588

as shown in Fig. 8. The diagonal elements of this matrix indicate the efficiency with which every589

mode is sorted into its designated channel, and the off-diagonal elements show the amount of signal590

contamination when light from one channel bleeds into its neighbours. The cross-talk of every mode591

is given by the ratio of the fractional power in the designated output channel to the fractional power592

in all other output channels. For an ideal sorter the coupling matrix would be an identity matrix.593

More formally, the efficiency en and cross-talk cn of the n-th mode are defined as:594

en =

∫∫
|ϕn(r⃗)|2 dSn(r⃗)∫∫
|ϕn(r⃗)|2 dS(r⃗)

; cn =

∫∫
|ϕn(r⃗)|2 dSn(r⃗)

N∑
i=1

∫∫
|ϕn(r⃗)|2 dSi(r⃗)

, (8)

where ϕn is the complex field of the n-th output mode, Sn is the output channel area of the n-th595

mode, S is the area of the entire field-of-view (i.e. the area of the image of the fibre core), and r⃗ is596

the coordinate vector.597

We optimised several MPLC devices able to sort different numbers of modes using different598

numbers of planes. The efficiency and cross-talk of three such sorters is shown in Fig. 8, which have599

design criteria and average efficiency and cross-talk given in Table 1. An important point to note600

regarding these values is that in the simulation it is difficult to ensure that no light approaches the601

boundary of the grid on which the phase masks are defined. In a real experiment if some light is602

scattered away from the masks, it is simply lost, but our simulation has periodic boundary conditions603

(due to the use of fast Fourier Transforms), and so the light can ”wrap around” the grid – i.e. if604
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Figure 8: Modal cross-talk. Coupling matrices of the 403-mode 15-plane sorter discussed in the
main paper (left), a 201-mode 11-plane sorter (middle), and a 107-mode 7-plane sorter (right). The
matrices are plotted on a linear scale in the first row, and on a logarithmic scale in the second row
to reveal detail.

Mode no. Plane no. Efficiency, % Cross-talk, % Comp. time, h (mask res., pixels)

107 7 53.0 18.4 3 (359×359)
201 11 54.1 20.0 4 (359×359)
403 15 50.8 23.1 24 (559×559)

Table 1: Sorter performance

it falls off one of the edges it then shows up on the opposite edge. While the amount of light that605

behaves this way is minuscule, it does have a small effect on the cross-talk and efficiency values.606

To investigate this, we enlarged the simulation grid by padding the phase masks of the 107-mode607

sorter with zeros - this reduces the amount of light that can ”fall off” the edge. We then evaluated608

cross-talk and efficiency as a function of padding - the results are presented in Fig. 9. We can see609

that the performance approaches a constant value as the grid size is increased, incurring a difference610

of a few percent when compared to the original mask size. We also note that this issue cannot be611

easily overcome by designing a sorter with larger masks, because of the computational resources that612

would be needed. We do highlight though, that these levels of efficiency and cross-talk are still very613

promising, especially when considering the unusually high mode capacity of our MPLC designs.614

We further characterise the performance of the 403-mode sorter by considering the insertion615

loss (IL) and mode dependent loss (MDL). These values are associated with a basis in which every616

input mode has no cross-talk with any of the output modes - only loss is present. Such a way of617
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Figure 9: Cross-talk and efficiency as a function of mask padding. Mask padding of 100
means that the phase masks are padded with 50 pixels on all four sides.

characterising the device independently of the basis in which it was designed is particularly useful618

in coherent communications employing multiple-input, multiple-output processing [39]. The input-619

output independent basis can be obtained by performing singular value decomposition (SVD) on620

the transmission matrix (TM) of the device - this TM has to be expressed in the native device621

basis. Our sorter is described in PIM (input) and Gaussian spot (output) bases. IL is then defined622

as the mean of the square singular values (SVs), and MDL as the square of the ratio between the623

largest and smallest SVs [39]. The singular values of the 403-mode sorter are given in Fig 10. IL of624

our sorter is 0.49 (loss of 3.1 dB), the physical meaning of which is the ratio of power transmitted625

through the system with the sorter present to the power transmitted in the absence of the sorter.626

MDL characterises the range in loss between the best and worst performing modes; for our sorter627

this is 0.08 (11.2 dB). For the full inverter device (comprising the sorter, the corrector plane, and628

the combiner) IL and MDL are 0.31 (loss of 5.1 dB) and 0.01 (20.4 dB) respectively.

Figure 10: Singular values of the 403-mode sorter and inverter TMs

629
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§2: Numerical modelling of the MMF-inverter system630

To model the performance of the fibre-inverter system, we first calculate the coherent TM of a length631

of ideal MMF, Tpix ∈ CP×P , represented in real-space (i.e. in the P−dimensional pixel basis) by632

solving the wave-equation to find the circularly polarised PIMs and their associated phase velocities633

β. Thus634

Tpix = PD(L)P†. (9)

Here P ∈ CP×N is a matrix transforming from N -dimensional PIM-space to real-space. The nth
635

column of P is calculated by representing the complex field of the nth PIM on a pixelated Cartesian636

grid, and reshaping this into a column vector. The chosen reshaping format is henceforth used637

consistently to map 2D pixelated real-space to a 1D representation. D(L) ∈ CN×N is a diagonal638

unitary matrix. The nth diagonal element of D holds the phase change exp(iβnL) experienced by639

the nth PIM after propagation through an MMF of length L.640

To model the inverter we use Eqns. (2) and (3) in the main text. Here matrix H ∈ CP×P is a free-641

space propagation matrix transforming the field from the output facet immediately after plane m642

to the input facet immediately before plane m+ 1. It is found using the angular spectrum method:643

H = F−1K(δz)F , where F ∈ CP×P is the 2D Fourier transform matrix, and K(δz) ∈ CP×P is644

unitary diagonal matrix capturing the phase change picked up by each Fourier component over645

propagation distance δz. Matrix C represents the TM of the corrector plane. It is a diagonal matrix646

holding the phase imparted by each pixel of the corrector plane on its diagonal.647

Matrix L transforms from the fibre output, through the cylindrical mode converter to the MPLC648

input plane. The mode converter performs optimally when the proximal end of the fibre is imaged649

directly in between the two cylindrical lenses. In our simulation L is given by650

L = Hcyl2sAcylHcylAcylH
∗
cyl,1/2, (10)

where H∗
cyl,1/2 is a backwards free-space propagator from the mid-point between the two cylindrical651

lenses, Hcyl is the free-space propagator from the first cylindrical lens to the second, Hcyl2s is the652

free-space propagator from the second cylindrical lens to the sorter, and Acyl is a diagonal matrix653

capturing the phase mask of a cylindrical lens on its diagonal, i.e. the 2D phase mask function654

is given by exp
(
−iπ λ

fcyl
Y 2
)
. Here fcyl is the focal length of the lens, Y is a 2D array with the655

y-coordinates of the phase mask, and we take the element-wise square. This 2D cylindrical phase656

function is reshaped into a column vector to form the diagonal elements of matrix Acyl.657

It is important to note that under ideal circumstances the combiner would perform the inverse658

operation to that of the sorter, i.e. Eqn. (2) would contain conjugate transposes instead of transposes.659

In reality, when modes propagate through the combiner they pick up further phase delays which660

do not undo the phase delays picked up while propagating through the sorter. Our inverter design661

allows to eliminate these phase shifts at the corrector plane.662

A note on polarisation: Our simulations are scalar in nature. Since the PIMs do not couple to663

the orthogonal circular polarisation channel during propagation along a short length of MMF, we664

model transmission of a single handedness of circular polarisation through the fibre. We essentially665
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simulate the case where a polarisation filter passes only one circular polarisation onwards through666

the inverter. As the phase profiles of each plane of the inverter are smoothly varying, we anticipate667

minimal polarisation coupling of light propagating through the inverter.668

A note on our choice of simulation method: Here we have described our MMF-inverter model in669

matrix form. However, the matrices describing the inverter are very high dimensional. Therefore,670

rather than constructing these very large matrices, in practice we simulate the propagation of light671

through the inverter one mode at a time using, for example, 2D fast Fourier transforms and phase672

additions. These operations can then be parallelised to some extent to speed up our simulations673

without requiring large amounts of computer RAM.674

§3: Description and schematics of envisaged experimental set-up675

In the following we describe how our optical inverter may be experimentally realised in the future.676

We are currently working towards this goal. Figure 11(a) shows a schematic of a possible optical677

system.678

A scrambled optical field emerging from the proximal fibre facet is magnified by the combination679

of objective and conventional tube lenses. The fibre facet is re-imaged to a plane exactly in between680

the two following cylindrical lenses which form a cylindrical mode converter. The light next enters681

a reflective MPLC formed from a dielectric mirror opposite a gold coated lithographically etched682

diffracting mirror. The latter encodes the optimised phase profiles in its surface height. The planes683

are situated adjacently to one another along this mirror. The separation between the dielectric mirror684

and the contoured mirror is set to be equal to half the free-space propagation distance between the685

MPLC planes (d). Here we assume that the dominant angle of incidence and reflection is close to686

normal. After the 14th reflection from the diffractive element, the field is re-imaged by a 4f system687

of two lenses to a plane a distance d in front of the corrector plane SLM. The upper MPLC acts as688

a fibre mode sorter – thus, the PIMs arrive spatialy separated at the corrector plane.689

It is now possible to apply digitally tunable PIM-dependent phase corrections to these modal690

components by choosing the spatially varying phase pattern to display on the SLM. These phase691

corrections encompass three components: (i) the phase corrections required to undo propagation692

through the MMF, (ii) additional phase corrections to remove mode dependent phase delays gener-693

ated by the mode sorter, and (iii) the phase profiles of the 15th mode sorting MPLC plane and the694

1st mode combining MPLC plane which are imaged onto one another at the SLM.695

The light then reflects from the SLM, and follows a symmetrical path back through a second696

MPLC that now forms the mode combiner. Finally, the light passes through a second cylindrical697

mode converter. In this way the PIMs are recombined and imaged onto a camera where the image698

of the field at the distal fibre facet is formed. Defocussing of the image plane away from the end of699

the fibre is achieved simply by moving the camera axially.700

Our optical setup can also be built in a more compact way, as shown in Fig. 11(b). Now, the701

corrector SLM not only introduces phase delays to different parts of an incoming beam, but also702

acts as a mirror that steers light back to the same MPLC system. The direction of light propagation703

is shown with black arrows. This second configuration is simpler, but also less efficient as 50% of704
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the light is lost at each of the two passes through the non-polarising beam splitter.705

Figure 11: Possible experimental implementations of an MMF optical inverter (a) A
schematic showing independent mode sorting and mode combining MPLCs. (b) Schematic of a
more compact but less efficient set-up where the mode sorter and combiner are combined into one
device. L – lens, CL – cylindrical lens, M – mirror, QWP – quarter wave-plate, PBS – polarising
beam splitter, OL – objective lens, MMF – multi-mode fibre.
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§4: MMF-inverter power ratio map706

Figure 12: Power-ratio map of our inverter coupled with an ideal fibre.

§5: Overlap and correlation707

We use the following definitions to evaluate overlap integral o between to complex fields E1,2, and708

correlation c between two intensity images A1,2:709

o =

∣∣∣∣
∫
S
E1 ⊙ E∗

2dS√
P1P2

∣∣∣∣2 , c =

∑
(A1 − a1)⊙ (A2 − a2)√∑
(A1 − a1)2

∑
(A2 − a2)2

, (11)

where P1,2 =
∫
S
|E1,2|2dS is the total power in fields E1,2, S is the surface over which the integral is710

computed, ∗ indicates a conjugate, ⊙ indicates Hadamard (element-wise) product, a1,2 is the mean711

value of A1,2, and the sum
∑

is over all pixels in the images A1,2.712

§6: Super-resolution imaging713

Here we investigate how fluorophore location accuracy changes as the fibre becomes more and more714

distorted (see Sections 3.4 and 3.5 for an explanation of how we model an imperfect fibre). It has715

been shown that short fibres can maintain over 95% power on the diagonal of their TM [29] - in this716

region of pd the mean error on position measurement stays below 200 nm. And even if the fibre is717

badly distorted, the error is still smaller than the resolution limit (which is ∼3 µm for the fibre and718

wavelength combination used in this simulation). See also Fig. 6(a) for a visual representation of719

how the image quality changes as pd drops.720
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Figure 13: Centroid location error in super resolution images. Presented here is the mean
absolute error in position measurement of fluorophores as a function of fibre distortion, and the
resolution limit of the system is shown for comparison.

§7: Effect of mode coupling on resolution and contrast721

Figure 14: Effect of cross-talk in the MMF on image quality. pd indicates the percentage
of power on the diagonal of fibre TM. We see that a reduction in pd (i.e. increased modal coupling
within the MMF) mainly results in a reduction in image contrast. Resolution – here indicated by the
radius at which the spokes in the resolution target no longer appear separate – is not significantly
affected by modal coupling.

§8: Theoretical spectral bandwidth of an MMF722

Firstly we derive the bandwidth of a fibre when imaging on the distal facet. We make use of Snell’s723

law to account for refraction of light entering the fibre core: sin θ = nc sinϕ = NA. Here θ is the724

angle of critical ray outside fibre core. ϕ is the angle of refracted critical ray inside the fibre core.725

Therefore the critical angle inside the fibre is given by726

ϕ = sin−1 (NA/nc) . (12)
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We now define the optical path length difference ∆OPL between the fastest and slowest rays travelling727

along a fibre of length L.728

∆OPL =
ncL

cosϕ
− ncL. (13)

We substitute for ϕ and make use of the identity cos(sin−1 x) = (1− x2)
1
2 to give:729

∆OPL = ncL

[(
1− NA2

n2
c

)− 1
2

− 1

]
. (14)

To further simplify this we Taylor expand the first term in the square brackets, ignoring terms of730

higher powers than (NA/nc)
2 (valid for typical low NA fibres of NA ≲ 0.22):731

(
1− NA2

n2
c

)− 1
2

∼ 1 +
NA2

2n2
c

. (15)

Therefore732

∆OPL =
NA2L

2nc
. (16)

Now using τ = ∆OPL/c (where τ is the time difference between light emerging from the fibre travel-733

ling the slowest and fastest paths), and ∆f = 1/τ (where ∆f is the associated frequency bandwidth),734

and ∆λ = λ2∆f/c, we can find the bandwidth of the fibre TM:735

∆λ =
2λ2nc

LNA2 . (17)

Values of ∆λ at different fibre lengths L for for the MMF we simulate can be found in Fig. 5 in the736

main text. We note that we have ignored chromatic dispersion (i.e. any dependence of nc on λ), as737

we expect spatial mode dispersion to dominate over the wavelength range we consider.738

Next we use a similar approach to calculate the TM bandwidth as a function of both fibre length739

(L) and the distance from the distal fibre facet to the scene (z). In this case, instead of considering740

the optical path length difference between the ray at the critical angle of total internal reflection and741

the ray that travels ‘straight through’ the fibre (as above), we now consider the optical path length742

difference of the two extreme rays emanating from a single point in the scene that pass through the743

fibre - as it is only these rays that must interfere constructively at the far-field of the proximal fibre744

facet. Let the angle between these rays leaving a point in the scene at the centre of the field-of-view745

be α, and thus746

tanα =
a

z
. (18)

Again using Snell’s law to find the refracted angle of the ray inside the fibre core we have747

sinα = nc sinϕ = sin
[
tan−1

(a
z

)]
(19)
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Therefore ϕ is given by748

ϕ = sin−1

[
a

ncz

(
1 +

a2

z2

)− 1
2

]
, (20)

where here we have made use of the trigonometric identity sin(tan−1 x) = x(1 + x2)−
1
2 . Substituting749

this into Eqn. 13 and again using the identity cos(sin−1 x) = (1− x2)
1
2 we have750

∆OPL = ncL (γ − 1) , (21)

where751

γ =

(
1− a2

n2
c(z

2 + a2)

)− 1
2

. (22)

Therefore752

∆λ =
λ2

ncL
(γ − 1)

−1
. (23)

When z >> a, Eqn. 23 simplifies to753

∆λ =
2ncz

2λ2

La2
, (24)

which can be found by making the small angle approximation tanα ∼ sinα at the start of the754

derivation, which is equivalent to approximating γ according to:755

γ ∼
(
1− a2

n2
cz

2

)− 1
2

∼ 1 +
a2

2n2
cz

2
. (25)

A note on the limits: in the far-field of the fibre facet in the limit z → ∞, Eqn. 23 shows that756

∆λ → ∞. In reality, diffraction effects (which are not included in our ray-approximation based757

derivation) and chromatic dispersion will limit the bandwidth. In addition, Eqn. 23 is valid only for758

the range z > a/NA, as when z is smaller than this limit, ϕ is equal to the critical angle of total759

internal reflection and ∆λ is independent of z and given by Eqn. 17.760

§9: Numerical evaluation of spectral bandwidth of the MMF-inverter sys-761

tem762

To quantify the spectral performance of the fibre-inverter system we look at how the average power-763

ratio changes with the wavelength. The power-ratio map, such as shown in SI Fig. 12 is built up764

by propagating each pixel inside the fibre core through the fibre-inverter system and calculating the765

fraction of power that arrives into the diffraction limited spot corresponding to the input pixel. The766

average across all pixels is then taken. The same is repeated for detuned wavelengths to build up767

a distribution as shown in Fig. 15. Fitting a Gaussian to find the FWHM then gives the spectral768

bandwidth ∆λ as plotted in Fig. 4(a) in the main paper. When evaluating the bandwidth for planes769

defocused from the distal end of the fibre (for the data in Fig. 4(b) in the main paper) we do the770

same as above, but only for one central input pixel to reduce the significant computational cost771

required for this simulation. When replacing the original wavelength λ0 for which the phase masks772

of the inverter have been designed with a detuned wavelength λdet, we simulate how this will change773
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Figure 15: Spectral performance of the fibre-inverter system

the propagation through both the fibre and the inverter: In the case of the fibre, we solve the774

monochromatic wave equation to find a new set of PIMs and corresponding phase velocities at each775

new wavelength λdet, enabling construction of a new fibre propagation matrix Tfib(λdet). We note776

also that this may change the number of modes supported by the fibre. In the case of the inverter,777

we update all the phase masks (including the corrector plane) to account for the change in imparted778

phase delay as a function of wavelength. This is achieved by multiplying the original phase-delay779

by the ratio of the design and detuned wavelengths λ0/λdet [79].780

§10: Adapting the inverter for hyperspectral imaging781

Figure 16: Hyperspectral performance of the fibre-inverter system

Since the spectral bandwidth of our inverter (when not coupled to a fibre) is significantly larger782

than the bandwidth of the fibre itself, our system allows for the possibility of hyperspectral imaging.783

The phases on the corrector plane can be adjusted for different wavelengths which, together with a784
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tunable spectral bandpass filter, would allow images across a range of wavelengths to be recorded.785

Shown in the figure above is the spectral response (obtained as described in the section above)786

of the inverter coupled with a 20cm long fibre, when the corrector phases are adapted to each787

detuned wavelength individually (yellow). Evidently the bandwidth far exceeds the non-adjusted788

case (orange), and approaches the bandwidth of the inverter itself (blue). Using this method however,789

does not quite allow the bandwidth of the fibre-inverter system to reach the exact performance of the790

inverter alone - this would only be possible if the phase masks themselves (in addition to corrector791

plane) were dynamically adaptable to different wavelengths.792

§11: Effect of mode loss in the fibre793

Figure 17: Imaging with mode loss. (a) An object at the distal end of the fibre, (b) an image
obtained with a lossless fibre using an ideal inverter, (c) an image obtained with a lossless fibre
using our inverter, and (d) an image obtained with a lossy fibre using our inverter; c represents
correlation between the inverter and ideal output images. The fraction of power loss in every mode
is given in (e) as a function of mode phase velocity (low phase velocity corresponds to high order
modes).

Under realistic experimental conditions fibre modes experience some power loss when propagat-794

ing through a fibre, which could potentially reduce imaging quality. The energy carried by PIMs795

propagating with k-vectors closer to the angle of total internal reflection is more likely to escape796

through the cladding due to scattering from imperfections. We investigate this effect by imaging797

an object located at the distal end of the fibre, shown in Fig. 17(a). This object was chosen as it798

excites the majority of the 403 PIMs in the fibre. We simulate imaging this object through a lossy799

but otherwise ideal (no mode coupling) fibre. The result is shown in Fig. 17(c), and is virtually800

indistinguishable from the image obtained with an ideal lossless fibre, shown in Fig. 17(b). We note801

that the inverter itself also exhibits mode loss, as higher order PIMs are less efficently sorted, the802

effect of which is present in all our simulated images. We expect that in practice, mode loss inherent803

in the inverter will dominate over MMF mode loss, as is the case here.804

In our model, mode loss is a number in the range from zero to one (1 means no loss, 0.8 means805

20% loss, etc.), and it scales logarithmically with the phase velocity of each mode. This means that806

the higher order modes (those with the lowest phase velocity) experience more loss when propagating807

through the fibre, as is observed in experiments.808
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Figure 18: Guide-star assisted imaging. (a) An image obtained with the inverter using a guide-
star (indicated with the pink dot), (b) an estimated power-ratio map, and (c) the element-wise
product of the two (note that the intensity here has been rescaled to the maximum of 1).

§12: Combining images from different isoplanatic patches809

As discussed in the main paper, using a guide-star deployed at the distal end of the fibre can locally810

increase imaging contrast (when a non-ideal fibre is used). Several images obtained by scanning811

through different guide-star locations can then be averaged to recover the original scene. Taking812

an average directly, though, would result in a lot of noise, so we weight the images with estimated813

power-ratio maps that indicate the isoplanatic patch. This way low-contrast information is ignored814

and high contrast areas are revealed, as can be seen in Fig. 18.815

If we let A denote an image obtained with a guide-star, and C denote the corresponding estimated816

power-ratio map, the reconstructed image is given by the weighted average:817

Arec =
1

N

N∑
i−1

AiCi, (26)

where N is the total number of images, indexed by i.818

Without the knowledge of the full TM of the fibre, the power-ratio map has to be approximated.819

Here we use a 2D Gaussian distribution, the minimum of which is centred on a point located at the820

edge of the fibre core directly opposite the guide star, and defined in cylindrical coordinates:821

Cj = exp

(
− (rj − 2r0)

2

2σ2
r

− (ϕj − ϕ0)
2

2σ2
ϕ

)
, (27)

where j indexes the pixels, r0 is the radial distance from the centre of the fibre core to the guide-star,822

ϕ0 is the azimuthal location of the guide-star, rj , ϕj are the radial and azimuthal location of the823

j-th pixel respectively, and σr, σϕ are the standard deviations, which can be varied to get the best824

estimate.825

§13: Description of supplementary movies826

Movie 1: scanning a diffraction limited spot across the fibre facet. Here the first row illustrates827

incoherent imaging (the images show intensity), and the second row coherent imaging (the plots828
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show complex amplitude of the fields).829

Movie 2: super-resolution imaging. The leftmost panel shows an object at the distal end of the830

fibre (grey spiral), which is labelled with fluorophores. In every frame a different random subset831

of the fluorophores is excited to emit light (green dots). The signal is then imaged through our832

fibre-inverter system to form diffraction limited spots (middle panel). A region of interest can then833

be defined around each spot and its centre of mass tracked. The tracked centre-of-mass locations834

are than indicated in the third panel.835

Movie 3: contracting isoplanatic patch. This video shows how modal cross-talk affects imaging836

capabilities through a fibre. As cross-talk increases (pd goes down) imaging contrast goes down837

but can be partially recovered with the use of guide star (magenta dot). The left panel shows a838

power-ratio map which indicates the imaging contrast, and the right panel shows an example object839

being imaged.840
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